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Within this newsletter you will find a recap of recent classical releases. The following classical catalogs are distributed by Hal Leonard:

**PIANO**

- **ISAAC ALBÉNIZ: SEVILLA**
  - ed. Ullrich Scheideler
  - Henle Urtext Editions
  Though composed for piano, Albéniz captured the musical character of Spanish flamenco so effectively that guitar players immediately claimed the piece for themselves. Henle’s Urtext edition now gives pianists the chance to reclaim this classic.

  51481055 ................................................... $8.95

- **JOHANNES BRAHMS: WALTZES, OP. 39**
  - Revised Edition
  - ed. Katrin Eich
  - Henle Urtext Editions
  Brahms composed these waltzes for piano four-hands. The original publisher then requested a version for solo piano. Henle now publishes these in a revised edition, based on the musical text of the new Brahms Complete Edition.

  51481286 ................................................... $12.95

- **JOHANNES BRAHMS: WALTZES, OP. 39**
  - Simplified Arrangement by Brahms
  - ed. Katrin Eich
  - Henle Urtext Editions
  Originally composed for piano four-hands, Brahms made a simplified arrangement which he called the “version for children,” thinning out some of the full chords and transposing complicated keys.

  51481287 ................................................... $12.95

- **LUDOVICO EINAUDI: ELEMENTS**
  - Chester Music
  Features all the tracks from Einaudi’s most recent album plus two exclusive downloadable backing tracks, a new solo arrangement of the title song, an introduction from Einaudi, and exclusive drawings by Einaudi on the cover and inside.

  14043893 Piano Solo with Online Audio .......... $22.99

- **EDVARD GRIEG: PEER GYNT SUITES**
  - ed. Ernst-Günter Heinemann, Einar Steen-Nokleberg
  - Henle Urtext Editions
  In the autograph and the first print run, the second suite contained another movement, the “Dance of the Mountain King’s Daughter,” which Grieg deleted shortly afterwards. This charming dance appears in the appendix to this edition – printed again for the first time in 120 years!

  51481239 ................................................. $16.95
  Arrangement for 1 Piano, 4 Hands:

  51481243 ............................................... $21.95

- **PAUL HINDEMITH: THREE EARLY PIECES**
  - ed. Bernhard Billeter, Susanne Schaal-Gotthardt Schott
  Contents: Lied (1921), Berceuse für Klavierpianoforte (1921), Klavierstück (1929). The edition is excerpted from the Paul Hindemith Complete Works.

  49045017 .......... $13.99

- **DMITRI KABALEVSKY: 35 EASY PIECES, OP. 89**
  - Schirmer Performance Editions
  - ed. Richard Walters
  Kabalevsky’s last compositions for piano, these are exquisite miniatures by a master composer, conceived to teach technical as well as musical progress. Includes fingering, composer biography, and “Practice and Performance Tips.”

  00297101 Piano Solo ...................... $8.99

All prices in this newsletter are listed in U.S. funds. Prices, contents and availability are subject to change without notice.
PIANO:

ERNESTO LECUONA:

PIANO MUSIC

THE COMPLETE THOMAS Y. TIRINO EDITION
Edward B. Marks Music Company
Pianist Thomas Y. Tirino's 2 previously published volumes (7 Danzas Cubanas típicas and Valses de concierto) are combined here with 19 new pieces by the Cuban composer Ernesto Lecuona. Included is a new preface and performance notes.

51481279 Piano Solo.................................$24.99

FRANZ LISZT:

VALSE OUBLÉE NO. 1
ed. Peter Jost
Henle Urtext Editions
Composed in the 1880s, the “Valses oubliées” (Forgotten Waltzes) allude to the fact that certain musical forms and genres were no longer fashionable.

51481329 ........................................$7.95

YANN TIERSEN:

EUSA
Chester Music
A unique collection of 10 original piano pieces made in direct collaboration with the composer, inspired by his travels around the island he calls home – Eusa.

14047864 .......................................... $22.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:

ELENA KATS-CHERNIN:

AUTUMN
Boile & Bock
48023692 .............................................$9.95

ZENON KOWALOWSKI:

SCRAPS
PWM Edition
00159733 Three Pieces for Piano..................$12.99

NICHOLAS LENS:

100 ETUDES, EXERCISES AND SIMPLE TONAL PHRASES VOLUME 1
Schott
49045014 .............................................$50.00

PIANO COLLECTIONS

THE BAROQUE ERA PIANO ALBUM

SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY OF MUSICAL CLASSICS VOLUME 2119
80 keyboard pieces of the Baroque Era, from composers including J.S. Bach, Couperin, Handel, Purcell, and Scarlatti.

50600449 .............................................. $14.99

THE ROMANTIC ERA PIANO ALBUM

SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY OF MUSICAL CLASSICS VOLUME 2121
51 pieces of Romantic piano music by Brahms, Chopin, Fauré, Field, Grieg, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Rachmaninoff, Schuberti, Schumann, Scriabin, and Tchaikovsky. Includes Brahms’s Rhapsody in G minor, Op. 76, No. 2; Chopin’s Fantaisie-Impromptu in C-sharp minor; Op. 66; Liszt’s Liebestraum No. 3, and more.

50600421 .............................................. $14.99

THREE CENTURIES OF PIANO MUSIC

Early Intermediate Level
ed. Richard Walters
G. Schirmer, Inc.
79 pieces by 41 composers from the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, in progressive order, for the intermediate level pianist.

Includes music by Bach, Bartók, Beethoven, Chopin, Grieg, Haydn, Kabalevsky, Prokofiev, Ravel, Scarlatti, Schumann, Tchaikovsky and others. In clean, easy to read, carefully edited music engravings, with composer biographies and commentary on each piece.

00297100 Intermediate Level............................$15.99

PIANO MUSIC BY BRITISH AND AMERICAN COMPOSERS

INTERMEDIATE TO EARLY ADVANCED LEVEL

Boosey & Hawkes
26 pieces by 17 leading composers of the 20th century, including Leonard Bernstein, Benjamin Britten, Aaron Copland, Frederick Delius and Ned Rorem.

48023739 .............................................. $19.99

BAROQUE

KEYBOARD ANTHOLOGY VOLUME 1

24 WORKS FOR PIANO
ed. Robin Bigwood
Schott
Late intermediate-level selections by Buxtehude, Couperin, Handel, Rameau, Telemann and more.

Includes composer biographies, performance tips, and a CD of full performances by early music specialist Robin Bigwood.

49049000 Book/CD...........................................$17.99

WATER: 25 ORIGINAL PIANO PIECES

ed. Monica Twelvetree
Schott
25 original compositions from three centuries which use the tonal and virtuosic range of the piano to represent water. Includes: Grieg: Sailor’s Song • Heller: The Story of the Castle in the Sea • MacDowell: By a Meadow Brook • Mendelssohn: Venetian Gondola Song • and more.

49045004 ..............................................$17.99
PIANO, 4 HANDS

ZENON KOWALOWSKI: HELLO REKSIÓ!
PWM Edition
00159734 ..............................................................$25.99

ROMAN MACIEJEWSKI: MAZURKA, TARTANELLA, LULLABY
PWM Edition
00159742 ..............................................................$39.00

2 PIANOS, 4 HANDS

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART: PIANO CONCERTO IN C MINOR, K. 491
ed. Ernst Hertrich
Henle Urtext Editions
Unlike earlier publications, Henle's edition contains the definitive version as in Mozart's manuscript. The piano reduction was undertaken by the celebrated pianist András Schiff, who also supplied the fingerings for the solo part, the cadenzas and the lead-ins.
51480787 ..............................................................$27.95

PIANO INSTRUCTION

JANINA GARSCIA: MUSICAL PICTURES FOR THE YOUNGEST FOR PIANO, OP. 21
PWM Edition
15 short, charming pieces for beginning to intermediate pianists. Illustrations by Joanna Rusinek.
00152486 ..............................................................$16.99

JANINA GARSCIA: TEASERS FOR PIANO, OP. 23
PWM Edition
10 original pieces for intermediate pianists, with illustrations by Joanna Rusinek.
00159723 ..............................................................$16.99

PIANO, 4 HANDS

VERA MOHRS: CAT SONGS
12 LITTLE PIANO STORIES FOR PLAYING AND READING ALOUD
ed. Monica Twelsiek
Schott
12 original, early-intermediate compositions describing the friendship between cats and humans. “Purrrect” for themed recitals!
49045005 ..............................................................$14.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:

FELIKS RYBICKI: I AM ALREADY PLAYING FOR PIANO, OP. 21
PWM Edition
00153129 ..............................................................$12.99

FELIKS RYBICKI: I CAN PLAY EVERYTHING FOR PIANO, OP. 22
PWM Edition
00159732 ..............................................................$10.99

ORGAN

HARALD FELLER: THE YOUNG PERSON’S GUIDE TO THE ORGAN
Schott
49045016 ..............................................................$21.99

JOSEPH HAAS: 40 CHORALE FUGGETTAS
Schott
49045018 ..............................................................$28.99

VOCAL

GEORG FRIEDRICH HÄNDEL: NINE GERMAN ARIAS FOR SOPRANO, SOLO INSTRUMENT AND BASSO CONTINUO
ed. Ulrich Scheideler
Henle Urtext Editions
Henle's practical edition not only contains additional parts for the solo instrument and the bass but also a realization of the figured bass in the score by the editor Ulrich Scheideler.
51480968 ..............................................................$23.95

PAUL HINDEMITH: LIEDER 1933-1939
HIGH VOICE AND PIANO
ed. Luigard Schader
Schott
17 art songs set to poetry by Matthias Claudius, Clemens Brentano, Friedrich Nietzsche and others. Most are published for the first time in this edition.
49045019 ..............................................................$24.99

AARON JAY KERNIS: TWO SONGS – LOVE AND SPIRIT FOR VOICE AND PIANO
Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
50600496 ..............................................................$9.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:

ROGER MARSH: BLACK HAIR
Novello
14043865 ..............................................................$10.99

JOHN MUSTO: THE BRIEF LIGHT FOR BARITONE AND GUITAR
Peermusic Classical
00158946 ..............................................................$9.95

VOCAL COLLECTIONS

20TH CENTURY FRENCH ART SONG
Compiled and Edited by Carol Kimball
Editions Durand
The first ever substantial collection of French art songs from the 20th century, with historical commentary and English translations for study. Composers include Georges Auric, Claude Debussy, Henri Dutilleux, Gabriel Fauré, Olivier Messiaen, Darius Milhaud, Francis Poulenc, Maurice Ravel and more.
50657998 High Voice (60 songs) .........................$24.99
50657999 Medium/Low Voice (62 songs) ............$24.99

VOCAL SCORES

VINCENZO BELLINI: I PURITANI
Vocal Score, based on the critical edition
ed. Fabrizio Della Seta; Ricordi
50600483 ..............................................................$77.00

RICHARD DANIELPOUR: MARGARET GARNER
Vocal Score; based on the critical edition
ed. Paul Everett; Ricordi
50498826 Vocal Score ...........................................$85.00

ANTONIO VIVALDI: DIXIT DOMINUS, RV 594
Vocal Score, based on the critical edition
ed. Paul Everett; Ricordi
50600496 Vocal Score ...........................................$17.99
**VOCAL (CONTINUED)**

**ANTONIO VIVALDI:**

**LA GRISELDA RV 718**

Opera Vocal score based on the Critical Edition
ed. Alessandro Borini and Marco Bizzarini
Ricordi

Composed and performed in Venice in the spring of 1735. Includes historical introduction and critical commentary.

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

50600381 Vocal Score .............................. $25.99

50600340 Book/CD Pack, Flute and Piano ........ $29.00

**SOLO INSTRUMENTAL**

**JOHN ADAMS:**

**SAXOPHONE CONCERTO**

Boosey & Hawkes

Adams' father played alto saxophone in swing bands in the 1930s, and he credits this lifelong exposure to the music of the jazz greats with the creation of his Saxophone Concerto, composed in 2013.

48023676 Alto Saxophone and Piano ............... $24.99

50600340 Book/CD Pack, Flute and Piano ........ $29.00

**BELA BARTÓK:**

**13 EASY PIECES FOR FLUTE AND PIANO**

Editio Musica Budapest

Arrangements of piano pieces composed by Bartók in his youth for his piano students. Ideal for beginning flute students. CD includes full performances and piano accompaniment tracks.

49044899 Unaccompanied Violin ................. $9.99

48023690 Viola with Piano Reduction .......... $12.99

**ELLIOTT CARTER: MNEMOSYNÉ**

Boosey & Hawkes

48023737 Solo Violin .............................. $9.99

**BERNARD HENRIK CRUSELL: CLARINET CONCERTO IN B-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 11**

ed. Nicolai Pfeiffer

Henle Urtext Editions

A technically demanding piece by the Swedish clarinet virtuoso. Clarinetist Nicolai Pfeiffer edited this edition using the sole surviving source, the first edition of 1829.

51481210 Clarinet in B-flat with Piano Reduction ...$27.95

**CLAUDIE DEBUSSY:**

**GOLLIWOGG'S CAKEWALK FROM "CHILDREN'S CORNER"**

arr. Wolfgang Birtel Schott

Now this ragtime piano classic is available for a variety of instruments with piano accompaniment.

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $5.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $5.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $5.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $5.99

**PAUL HINDEMITH:**

**PRELUDE IN G MINOR**

ed. Hermann Danuser, Gisbert Schubert Schott


51480979 Double Bass with Piano Reduction .... $39.95

**HERBERT HOWELLS:**

**ELEGY**

Piano reduction: John Glenesk Mortimer

Boosey & Hawkes

Composed in 1917 for viola, string quartet and string orchestra and dedicated to Francis Purcell Warre, killed in World War I.

51481296 Clarinet and Piano ........................ $10.95

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**LEOS JANÁČEK:**

**MARCH OF THE BLUEBIRDS**

ed. Jirí Zahrádka

Henle Urtext Editions

The little march composed in 1924 forms the nucleus of the suite for wind instruments Mládí (51481093 / 54817093), in which the jaunty flute theme weaves through the 3rd movement. Incidentally, the “bluebirds” do not refer to birds but to the light blue robes worn by the choristers at the monastery in Brno, which Janáček entered at the age of eleven. Almost 60 years later during a visit to Potsdam he remembered the Prussian troops’ invasion of Brno and, with this in mind, wrote a chamber music miniature with a military element. Henle's Janáček edition by Jirí Zahrádka, a specialist on the life and work of the great Czech composer, contains top-quality Urtext as well as detailed information on the work's genesis and transmission.

51481143 Piccolo and Piano ...................... $14.95

51481296 Clarinet and Piano ........................ $10.95

51480979 Double Bass with Piano Reduction .... $39.95

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**KARL JENKINS:**

**ST. ASAPH'S DANCE**

Boosey & Hawkes

Optional tambourine part available as free download from Boosey.com.

51481296 Clarinet and Piano ........................ $10.95

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**CARL NIELSEN:**

**FANTASY PIECES, OP. 2**

ed. Christin Heitmann

Henle Urtext Editions

The two movements, Romance and Humoreske, are dedicated to the oboist Olivo Krause who played in the Royal Danish Orchestra.

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**MAX REGER:**

**TARANTELLA AND ALBUM LEAF**

ed. Michael Kube

Henle Urtext Editions

Reger wished to reach a wider public with smaller works published in music journals. This edition provides both clarinetists and pianists with an easy introduction to Reger's magical world of sound.

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**MARK-ANTHONY TURNAGE: 4 PIECES**

Boosey & Hawkes

Four advanced-level selections: Leap • Cradle Song • Carnac • Falling Apart.

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**JOHANN BAPTIST VANHAL: DOUBLE BASS CONCERTO**

ed. Tobias Glickler

Henle Urtext Editions

The piano reduction is printed in two keys (C and D major), which allows for performances in the solo and orchestral tuning or, at will. An additional bass part written in “Viennese tuning” is also available as a free download.

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99

**MIECZYSŁAW WEINBERG:**

**FIVE PIECES FOR FLUTE AND PIANO**

Peermusic Classical

A suite of contrasting character pieces composed in 1947, amidst the repressive musical landscape under Stalin.

51481093 / 51487093)

49044897 Flute and Piano ......................... $6.99
49044896 Clarinet and Piano ....................... $6.99
49044895 Tenor Saxophone and Piano .......... $6.99
49044898 Violin and Piano ........................ $6.99
INSTRUMENTAL COLLECTIONS

GRAZYNA BACIEWICZ: EASY PIECES FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO, BOOK 1
PWM Edition
Composed in 1945, this cycle of 5 easy pieces is ideal for the beginning years of lessons.
00134354 ........................................ $12.99

SELECTED STUDIES AND EXERCISES FOR CLARINET, BOOK 1
ed. Ludwik Kurkiewicz
PWM Edition
74 solo and duet exercises from a variety of composers including Carl Baermann, Friedrich Demonz and more.
00132728 ........................................ $16.99

BAROQUE FLUTE ANTHOLOGY, VOLUME 2
Schott
A collection of 17th and 18th century works by Boismortier, Loeillet and Rameau, as well rarely available pieces from a range of other composers. Composer biographies are included. Pieces are graded and presented in a progressive order complete with practice notes for each piece. The CD features full performances by Annabel Knight and Robin Bigwood.
49044901 Book/CD ........................................ $19.99
Also available:
49044902 Book/CD ........................................ $19.99

CANADIAN FIDDLE TUNES
60 TRADITIONAL PIECES
Schott
This collection covers a range of regional styles from Celtic, French, Canadian, and Métis to the music of Newfoundland and more. Performance notes and a CD of full performances included. For intermediate violinists.
49044903 Book/CD ........................................ $19.99

THE BAROQUE CELLO COLLECTION
Schröder's Library of Musical Classics Vol. 2122
Includes: J.S. Bach: Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major, BWV 1007 • J.S. Bach: Sonata in G minor, BWV 1029 • Boccherini: Sonata in A Major • Corelli: Sonata in D minor • Locatelli: Sonata in D Major • Marcello: Sonata in G minor • Sammartini: Sonata in G Major • Scarlatti: Sonata in D minor • Valentini: Sonata in E Major • Vivai: Sonata in A minor
00159738 .................................................. $16.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:

LEO BROUWER: ÉTUDES SIMPLÉS FOR GUITAR
With critical notes and performance instructions by Frédéric Zigante
Max Eschig
This new, completely revised and updated edition includes critical commentary and performance notes. Each study is accompanied by an introduction that illustrates its principal musical features and technical objectives, complete with suggestions and preparatory exercises. Includes a CD of full performances by Frédéric Zigante.
5065810 Book/CD ........................................ $26.99

MARIA LINNEMANN COLLECTION FOR GUITAR
Record Munich
The best of Maria Linnemann’s guitar works. 22 selections including Chanson du Montmartre, Rain Over Dublin, Jasmine and more.
50600328 ........................................ $17.99

GUITAR

LEO BROUWER: ÉTUDES SIMPLÉS FOR GUITAR
Schott
Includes: J.S. Bach: Cello Suite No. 1 in G Major, BWV 1007 • J.S. Bach: Sonata in G minor, BWV 1029 • Boccherini: Sonata in A Major • Corelli: Sonata in D minor • Locatelli: Sonata in D Major • Marcello: Sonata in G minor • Sammartini: Sonata in G Major • Scarlatti: Sonata in D minor • Valentini: Sonata in E Major • Vivai: Sonata in A minor
50600391 .................................................. $14.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:

BRETTE DEAN: 3 CAPRICCIOS AFTER GOYA
Boosey & Hawkes
48019578 ........................................ $21.95

FABIAN PAYR: FINGER FITNESS FOR GUITARISTS
Ricordi
50600499 ........................................ $16.99
ALSO AVAILABLE:

NICOLAS BACRI: HOPE – MOTET NO. 11
Durand
50565811 Women’s Choir or 4 Soloists .......................... $9.95

NICOLAS BACRI: MISERERE – MOTET NO. 10
Durand
50565805 Mixed Choir or 5 Soloists .......................... $18.95

IVAN BOZICEVIC: YUKU HARU YA (SPRING PASSES)
Schott
49044863 SSAATTBB a cappella .......................... $5.50

JOHN CORIGLIANO: UPON JULIA’S CLOTHES
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50498586 SA .................................. $1.90

TWO FRENCH CAROLS
Boosey & Hawkes
48023706 SATB a cappella .................................. $4.95

SYZMON GODZIEMBA-TRYTEK: MISERERE MEI DEUS, MISERERE MEI – PSALM 56
Schott
49044857 SSAATTBB a cappella .......................... $6.95

HENRYK GÓRECKI: CHURCH SONGS
Boosey & Hawkes
48023687 Vol. 1 (Blessed Virgin Mary) .......................... $6.95
48023688 Vol. 2 (Holy Week & Easter) .......................... $6.95
48023689 Vol. 3 (Saints, The Blessed Sacrament & The Trinity) .......................... $6.95

THOMAS HEWITT JONES: LULLAY, MY LIKING
Boosey & Hawkes
48023705 SATB a cappella .................................. $1.90

SLAWOMIR KUPCZAK: WHITE OVER RED
PWM Edition
00159728 SSAATTBB a cappella .......................... $4.95

GAETANO LORANDI: AVE VERUM
Schott
49044858 SSAATTBB a cappella .......................... $7.95

PAWEL LukASZEWSKI: VENI SANCTE SPIRITUS
PWM Edition
00159730 SATB divisi a cappella .......................... $6.50

MICHAL MALEC: SALVE REGINA
Schott
49045003 SSAATTBB a cappella .......................... $6.50

XINGZIMIN PAn: POEM I
Schott
49043861 SATTTBB a cappella .................................. $5.50

JOSEPH PHIBBS: IN EXCELSIS GLORIA
Boosey & Hawkes
48023703 Upper Voices and Piano .......................... $3.25

FRANZ SCHUBERT & SOLOMON SULZER: VIENNESE MASTERWORKS
G. Schirmer, Inc.
50600281 SATB .................................. $2.50

PAUL SPICER: THE CHILD OF GOD
Boosey & Hawkes
48023707 SATB and Organ .......................... $4.95

PAUL SPICER: DROP, DROP SLOW TEARS
Boosey & Hawkes
48023698 SATB divisi a cappella .......................... $3.95

WILL TODD: JAZZ MISSA BREVIS
Boosey & Hawkes
48023748 SATB .................................. $12.95

GARETH TRESEDER: MORNING SHALL BE MY DANCING DAY
Boosey & Hawkes
48023701 SATB a cappella .......................... $1.90

BAPTISTE TROIGNON: VITAM IMPENDERE AMORI
Durand
50565809 Mixed Choir .................................. $24.95

ROMUALD TWARDOWSKI: THREE CAME THE ULHANS – 5 POLISH LEGIONS SONGS
PWM Edition
00159729 3-Part Children’s or Female Choir .......................... $3.95

PETER WARLOCK: AS DEW IN APRYLL
Boosey & Hawkes
48023700 SATB divisi a cappella .......................... $1.90

PETER WARLOCK: THE FIRST MERCY
Boosey & Hawkes
48023704 SATB and Piano .......................... $4.50

IANNIS XENAKIS: NUITS POUR DOUZE VOIX MIXTES
Salabert
50600510 Mixed Choir .................................. $17.95

CHAMBER MUSIC

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: PARTHIA, OP. 103 • RONDO, WO 25
Boosey & Hawkes
49044742 Score and Parts .................................. $23.99

ALBAN BERG: STRING QUARTET NO. 3
ed. Ulrich Scheideler
Henle Urtex Editions
This complex, technically demanding piece was the last composition Berg wrote under the tutelage of Arnold Schoenberg.
51481000 Parts .................................. $58.95
51487700 Study Score .................................. $23.95

ANTONÍN DVOŘÁK: STRING QUARTET IN F MAJOR OP. 96 (AMERICAN QUARTET)
ed. Peter Jost
Henle Urtex Editions
Since its first performances, certain rhythmical and melodic characteristics have been traced back to the influence of the folk music of Native Americans and African Americans, which led to the popular work being called the “American Quartet.”
51481232 Parts .................................. $24.95
51487232 Study Score .................................. $14.95

MIKOŁAJ GÓRECKI: ELEGY
PWM Edition
00159721 Score and Parts .................................. $39.00

MIKOŁAJ GÓRECKI: TRIO
PWM Edition
00159720 Score and Parts .................................. $25.99

PERCY ALDRIDGE GRAINGER: MOLLY ON THE SHORE
British Folk-Music Settings No. 1 (Revised Edition) for String Quartet
Schott
Revised edition of what is perhaps Grainger’s best-loved and most well-known work, based on two Irish reels.
49044742 Score and Parts .................................. $23.99

JAMES MACMILLAN: 4 LITTLE TRIBUTES
Boosey & Hawkes
Album comprising short pieces, each written in honor of a living composer. Three are scored for piano quintet, the other for piano quartet.
48023743 Piano Quintet and Piano Quartet .................................. $50.00
FELIX MENDELSSOHN: PIANO TRIO, OP. 49
ADDITIONAL FLUTE PART
ed. Andrés Adorjan
Henle Urtext Editions
Mendelssohn made this flute part as an alternative to the violin for this trio, composed in 1839.
51482937 $7.95

ANTONIO VIVALDI: LA GRISELDA, RV 718
CRITICAL EDITION OF THE WORKS OF ANTONIO VIVALDI
ed. Marco Bizzarini, Alessandro Borin
Ricordi
Hardbound full score with critical commentary.
50600386 Clothbound $182.00

ALSO AVAILABLE:

BRETT DEAN: THREE PIECES FOR EIGHT HORNS
Bote & Bock
48023725 Parts $54.00
48023724 Score $21.95

NAJI HAKIM: 3 NOELS DE FRANCE
Schott
49044898 2 Voices, Violin and Piano or Organ $28.99

HENZ HOLLIGER: INCRESCHANTÜM – POEMS BY LUISA FAMOS
Schott
49045015 Soprano and String Quartet $65.00

ELENA KATS-CHERNIN: THE SPIRIT AND THE MAIDEN
Bote & Bock
48023693 Violin, Cello and Piano $72.00

CRITICAL EDITIONS

GIOACCHINO ROSSINI: L’EQUIVOCO STRAVAGANTE
ROSSINI CRITICAL EDITION SERIES I, VOLUME 3
ed. Marco Beighelli
Ricordi
Hardbound full score with critical commentary.
50600493 3 volumes $307.00

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 55 (SINFONIA EROICA)
ed. Bathia Churgin
Henle Urtext Editions
Based on the musical text of the Beethoven Complete Edition and with a preface by the editor Bathia Churgin, Beethoven's famous heroic symphony is now available as a Henle study score.
51489810 Study Score $17.95

MICA LEVI: UNDER THE SKIN
A FILM BY JONATHAN GLAZER
MUSIC BY MICA LEVI
Chester Music
14043896 Study Score $23.99
GYÖRGY LIGETI: CLOCKS AND CLOUDS
FOR 12-PART FEMALE CHOIR AND ORCHESTRA
Schott
49032545 Study Score.................................$31.00

GUSTAV MAHLER:
SYMPHONY NO. 10,
OP. POSTH.
A CONCERT VERSION BY
YOEL H. GANZOU
Schott
A realization and elaboration for
large orchestra of the unfinished
drafts for Mahler’s Symphony No. 10.
49045011 Study Score.................................$47.00

ALSO AVAILABLE:
GERALD BARRY: BEETHOVEN
FOR BASS VOICE AND ENSEMBLE
Schott
49045009 Study Score.............................$23.99

GERALD BARRY: DAY
FOR ORCHESTRA
Schott
49044888 Study Score..............................$11.99

PHILIPPE HERSANT: INSTANTS LIMITES
FOR MIXED CHOIR A CAPPELLA, HARMONICA, FLUTE IN G,
BASSOON, AND VIOLIN AD LIB.
Durand
50565808 Score.................................$23.99

ADAM POREBSKI: KOLBY
FOR SMALL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
PWM Edition
00159731 .............................................$39.00

CHARLES WEST – WOODWIND METHODS
AN ESSENTIAL RESOURCE FOR
EDUCATORS, CONDUCTORS &
STUDENTS
Foreword by
Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser
Meredith Music
This book was designed for
use in a one or two semester
heterogeneous college woodwind methods class or as a
quick reference manual for school band and orchestra
directors. It provides concise descriptions including
instrument similarities and differences, breath support,
reed adjustment and transposition.
00151383 .............................................$39.95

REFERENCE

CHOPIN – THE MAN,
HIS WORK AND ITS
RESONANCE
PWM Edition
by Mieczysław Tomaszewski
This multi-award-winning treatise
constitutes the sum of Mieczysław
Tomaszewski’s knowledge and
reflections on Chopin-related
themes. Thanks to successive
translations, it has also won
over readers outside Poland and become fundamental
reading for all admirers of the brilliant composer. Features
hundreds of quotations from Chopin’s works.
00133362 Hardcover..............................$44.99

JULIE LYONN
LIEBERMANN –
HOW TO PLAY
CONTEMPORARY STRINGS
A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH FOR
VIOLIN, VIOLA & CELLO
Classical pedagogy and
contemporary skills are
not mutually exclusive. The
information and practice
techniques presented in this book have been designed to
enhance listening, playing, and ensemble expertise while
serving to add dimension to traditional methods and
repertoire.
00151259 Book/Online Video......................$16.99